Great Moments in Halloween History

1983 - The town of Toledo, Ohio sets off a state-wide bed sheet shortage when 75% of the town’s children decide to be ghosts for Halloween.

1955 - Mass Cold War-era confusion ensues when an American spy (posing as a Soviet double agent) in costume as a Soviet spy and a Soviet spy (posing as an American double agent) in costume as an American spy try and conduct a prisoner trade at a Halloween party (with both prisoners also secretly double agents as well). A tense standoff is diffused when all involved parties need to stop and diagram the situation.

cia. 6000 BC - Beginning a tradition that will be reviled for generations, original trick-or-treaters Adam and Eve are given fruit.

2020 - The first entirely digital trick-or-treating takes place, with children changing their Facebook profiles and sending out mass emails to their contact list seeking free files to download.

1883 - The first toilet paper roll is invented. Later that evening, the first tp’ing takes place.

1031 - People all around take note of the occurrence of the date 10/31/1031. They celebrate this by continuing work in fields and spreading the plague, as it is still the Middle Ages.

2002 - Fresno-area identical twins Jimmy and Timmy Roberts decide to dress as each other to trick-or-treat. While friends and relatives at first claim find the idea “cute”, the brothers later shock the town by acknowledging the idea was merely to get candy with a minimal effort.

Riddle Solution

A blue house is made of blue bricks. A yellow house is made of yellow bricks. A red house is made of red bricks. An orange house is made of orange bricks. What would a green house be made of?

Last week’s riddle solution: A priest

[I marry many women, yet I am not married. Who am I?]
Attention Leverett House Sophomores:

Have you been feeling lonely lately? Maybe that relationship from freshmen year has started to feel a little stale; maybe you just found out that your fall fling has a shrine devoted to you in his closet in DeWolfe. Or worse still, maybe you recently realized the only action you’ve gotten lately has getting your bag checked as you leave the library.

Sure, the freshmen are cute and clueless, but let’s be honest- aren’t they just a little too immature for our older and more sophisticated tastes? We’re SOPHOMORES, after all...

If any of these situations sound familiar (and I really hope it’s not the one about the shrine), then Leverett has just the answer you didn’t realize you were looking for...

**Leverett SOIREE**

_A Sophomore Mixer_

To be held on Friday, November 1st, from 8pm - 10 pm in the Leverett Dining Hall

Come find raffles, pictures, gift cards, and DELICIOUS food (will there be monkey bread you ask? Is that even a question?)

And more importantly, come to meet the awesome and eligible sophomores in Leverett House. Remember, walking back to your room from your boyfriend’s place is a lot nicer when he lives down the hall from you in F tower and not in the Quad… seriously, it’s gonna be snowing soon- think about it.

Already have a significant other? Come to make new friends and have fun with the ones you already have!

“Just go- trust me, you won’t regret it.” – Barack Obama

“I would never have met Beyonce if it hadn’t been for the Leverett SOIREE Sophomore Mixer”- Jay-Z

---

**Mystery Movie Quote**

“We know you’re here, Poppet.”

Last Week’s Quote was from: Mean Girls

[“Get in loser, we’re going shopping”]